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Prologue: A New Protector

Part 6: Awaking the Inner Wolf

"NO! DJ, DAWKINS! GET OUT OF THERE!! YOU'RE NO MATCH OF HIM!!" Akira shout as trying get up but his injured.

DJ and Dawkins getting ready to fight with Daigo. They wear those crystals.

"LET'S GO!!" DJ and Dakwins scream at Daigo as he grins evilly and I see their nothing I can do to save them while I was watching them about to fight.

"You little brats! I look forward to rip you two to shreds!" Daigo said as he changing in towards DJ and Dawkins.

Daigo is going for the first strike against DJ.

"DJ LOOK OUT!!" Dawkins shout at to his brother as he reach out his paw to him but strange happens Dawkins crystal turn normal into bright light ice blue as his ice power come out his paw to create a ice shield to protect his brother DJ form Daigo's physical attacks.

"Whoa! Bro, how did you that?" DJ said as he shocking surprise by Dawkins power even Akira is shock about it.

Daigo's growl angrily as strike and crash are ice shield . Dawkins jumps in towards Daigo and ice blow against Daigo as he back off.

"Oh my...I never felt like this before!" Dawkins said and Akira see that Dawkins might something to do with that crystal he wearing.

DJ jumps over the ice shield and gets ready to fight. "Ok bro now it's my turn!" DJ speak and start charging at towards Daigo while he's trying to get up. DJ's crystal turn into red fire aura and glowing red wolf eyes was started rolling in spinning ball while flames around him.

"EAT THIS!!!" DJ scream out as he hard strike at Daigo.

"ARGHHHH!!!" Daigo screaming as pain and got hit the wall as it about to collapse on him.

DJ lands on the ground and his went eyes back to normal as he was really surprise he had. "Oh my dog...I HAVE FIRE POWERS!! WHOOOO!!" DJ happy scream and as hopping around with excitement.

Akira just shock as he saw both DJ and Dawkins have some his powers form those crystal.

"How? How did DJ and Dawkins have powers?" Akira said and as he saw there both wearing crystals with DJ fire and Dawkins Ice aura around them. "Wait...those crystals. Does that mean DJ and Dawkins are chosen ones?" Akira said in his inner thoughts.

"Did you see that Dawkins! I get a fire power! Is this epic!" DJ said to his broher, but Daigo burst out up free form pile of bricks of the wall as he in rage.

"DIE!!!" Daigo scream with pure rage but before he gets near DJ, Dawkins rush in as his light blue wolf eyes showing and use both his paws to shoot  to freeze Daigo like ice crystal trap in it.

Dawkins went back to normal as he also suprise that he frozen Daigo 
"Great dog of science. I... I don't know how I did that?" Dawkins said.

"Thanks bro! Man I can't believe it myself." DJ said. Akira is getting up slowly as he heading towards them.

Akira gets up slowly "DJ, Dawkins." he said while was walking towards them.

"Akira!" DJ and Dawkins shout as there running towards him. "Thank dog you're alright! I thought your goner!" Dawkins said as there both pick him up to carry. "Yeah we so worried about you!"

"How... how did you guys know where to find me?" Akira said a with sad.

"Well We are planning to find you before it gets dark, so we use searching teams Dylan, Dolly, DaVinci, Deepak, DJ and myself. Plus Dylan ask PC Preal for help as well." Dawkins said.

"Also me and Dawkins seen some kind of weird glowing light-balls, they told us to know where you. And give us a power, just like you bro!" DJ said.

"Wait. DaVinci, you mean she is try found me too?" Akira said.

"Yes we all worried about you including DaVinci bro!" DJ said but he feels worried and care for Akira even there not blood related.

"Akira, forgive me for this but I got talked by Dylan and Dolly about your crystal, your power, everything about it. " Dawkins said with shame that he failed to keep the secret.

"So, there scared of my power too huh... I can't blame them, I'm too dangerous to everyone. I just don't wanna cause trouble, just like happen before. I'm a monster for sake of fighting.": Akira said feel despair but DJ just started calm Akira, and he is hug him. Dawkins see what DJ did that, little tear fall of his eye. 
"Listen Akira, you are not a monster and you are not dangerous! You are like we, like us who need FAMILY! What about DaVinci? Do you ever wonder you come here for? To follow her footsteps, to be a best artist like her! That whys we all here to save you Akira Tasuki SO DON'T YOU DARE SAY YOUR MONSTER OR DANGROUS TO EVERYONE! What would DaVinci think of you now if you like this how could she love you become to run away your problems like this. She,was, she was cried out for you. Feel heartbroken without you!": DJ said with all his emotional words, breathing in and out and even tear out to express his anger to him as DJ starts a bit sobbing. "I want to be strong and awesome like you, and im wanna be your ste-brother. Everyone wanted.": DJ said with sobbing and his tears flows.
Akira was feels sad as he seeing DJ meant what he said every word, every emotion. He just feels like what he was talk about DaVinci that she was feeling about me. Akira starts to walk to DJ and hugging him tight "I'm sorry, for everything..." he said as DJ was opening his eyes and he was hug him again.

Dawkins cuts in for ruining there hug moment. "Uhh I hate to interrupted from this drama moment, but who the mother of dog, who attack us?": Dawkins ask the question as he point at Daigo who been trap at frozen crystal around him.

Akira see Daigo as he walks towards him *That's Daigo and let's just say..he was the one who kill my family...but my host male human Tasuki is still the alive.."

"WHAT!?!" DJ and Dawkins shout out.

"Wait hold on! Are you saying that creepy mean dog we face is responsible who killed your family, burn your house to ashes!?" Dawkins ask him

"Yes but...he's not the only one. There more than just him." Akira said

DJ comes next to Akira. "What do you mean there more than just him?" DJ question him

Akira takes a breath and turn to Dawkins and DJ "When I heading in the burned place that once I call home because the yellow glowing light ball, it shows me there some secrets that my father never told me before about...those crystals that you two are wearing right now and not only that as hold those crystals, I seeing my father's vision. My father Akio ask me wait outside so he can get them safe out the fire but it's too late..my mother Abigail and my human hostess Hailey and even my father burned to death but Tasuki is still alive and he been kidnapped by those unknown human soldiers and then.." He said as about to turn to frozen Daigo. "Him...he was the one who cause the fire of my home, my family, everything he take form me and he was the one will pay for what he's done!!" Akira shout while growling at him.

Dawkins finally knows about what happened "So that's...  wasn't accident after all." he said

"Well since that jerk trap in that frozen crystal thanks to Dawkins we bett-" before DJ finish his sentence there heard a crack sound come form the crytal frozen around Daigo.

"Uhhh..did something cracking?" Dawkins said.

More cracks around the frozen crystal where Daigo inside it.

"LOOK OUT!! HE'S GOING BREAK FREE!!" Akira shout out and Daigo's new kind of great strength as he roar out, he burst out the frozen crystal.

3 Pups been pushed away by waved of Daigo that cause the burst out, DJ and Dawkins been fall on the ground but Akira recover his fall and landing on his paws and facing Daigo.

"YOU WORTHLESS LITTLE INCESTS!! I CRUSH ALL OF YOU INTO DUST!!" Daigo said with his pure rage as his left blind eye turn bright red and something dark aura around it.

Akira's crystal is starting to glow as it sense something darkness power come form Daigo "Huh?" He said in his inner tights as he looks at it, it glowing bright at as so does DJ and Dawkins crystal too. "My crystal glowing..and DJ and Dawkins too?" he said as turn to DJ and Dawkins seeing there crystals glowing too but there glow red for DJ and light blue on Dakwins.

"I think something triggered about that dark aura.Daigo must have some kind of hidden power and it's not look good." Akira feels something dangerous there about to face.

DJ and Dawkins both getting up as there see glowing crystals "What the heck!?" DJ said. "Why is the crystal glowing?" Dawkins said.

DJ and Dawkins both saw Daigo hidden some kinda dark aura and his red left eye glowing. "Ohh kibbles!!" DJ and Dawkins said together as there almost scared of it.

Daigo jumps off and land it on the ground where close to Akira and two brothers. "You three will be the first wetness of my power AND THIS WILL BE YOUR GRAVE!!" Daigo said with close to demon voice and dashing towards DJ and Dawkins as there shocked.

"NO!!!" Akira cry out as Daigo's strike both DJ and Dawkins with his punches as there went flying to wall. DJ and Dawkins are both take a great hit form the damage by Daigo powerful strike and there out cold both laying on the ground brutal injured as there eyes went fade nothing but white pupil eyes and both glowing crystals are fade away.

"DJ....Dawkins...." Akira said in extremely shocked as he saw DJ and Dawkins both laying, knocked out completely and injured badly while Daigo walking slowly towards them. "No....no...no!" Akira said quietly as shaking all over, his body and his paws.

"Hahahaha..that's what happens if you play, as a hero..." Daigo said as same thing he said it form Akira's flashback and Akira eyes went wide, pupil eyes shafting to shake as he hear that before, that of means Daigo will kill them. "No...not again..not again.." Akira said when he was snap, feeling his tears comes out but his fear starts turning to rage and angry. Growling madly as his starts electric aura around him.

"Not..again...NOT AGAIN!!!" Akira eyes starting to glow yellow bright, madly growling loud, his crystal changed colour eye.

Daigo notice something where this power come form as he sense it and he turns to Akira as something lighting sparking aura around him "What's is this power?" Daigo said.

Akira's fur and his tail starting feel static all over him and then Akira started to roar out his inner rage as he screaming out of his lungs and brust out his yellow of lighting aura creates a beam up the sky and clouds spil half of it to clear the sky.

5 Minutes earlier..

Dylan, Dolly, DaVinci and Deepak are running to get a burned destroyed house where Akira used to live.
"If my calculations are correct, we getting close to Akira's house!" Dylan said as the others follow him
"I hope you know what you’re doing bro!" Dolly said and Deepak been a slow poke that he can't keep up like the rest, he was on Dylan's back for ride as holding him both with his both arms.

"Ohh where's DJ and Dawkins!?" Deepak said while he was holding on Dlyan's back.

"Still no sign of them! I hope there alright!" DaVinci said as she feels worried about his brothers and Akira. But as soon there almost there there all saw something up the sky, it's sort yellow lighting aura energy beam.

"Holy dog this that!?" Dylan said as he and others were surprise.

"Bro...there's something you don't see everyday.." Dolly said

"Wait, lighting energy? Oh no!" DaVinci said as she notice and starts running fast heading to place the beam is. "Wait DaVinci!" Dylan shout to her as starts he with Deepak been carried and Dolly running to her.

"I'm almost there Akira! I’m almost there! Please be okay!" DaVinci said as she keep running until she getting close to it as the wave after wave towards her but she keeps pushing it though and then she was made it though as she saw something  unexpected. "Akira! Where are yo-" before she about to finish her sentence she also saw DJ and Dawkins knocked out injured with that Daigo standing.

"Oh dog no! DJ, Dawkins!" She shout out as her tears

DJ and Dawkins are both out of the battle by the terror of wrath Daigo with his hidden dark aura, DaVinci saw something horrifying to see what happaend, and role of the hero Akira Tasuki is hidden power form his father's crystal..is awaken! What will happened to our hero now!

End of Part 6


